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Optimisation of future long baseline neutrino experiments
1. Introduction
During the last several years the physics of neutrinos has achieved remarkable progress. The
present data require two large (θ12 and θ23) and one small (θ13) angles in the neutrino mixing
matrix, and at least two mass squared differences, ∆m2i j ≡ m2j −m2i (where m j’s are the neutrino
masses), one driving the atmospheric (∆m223) and the other one the solar (∆m212) neutrino oscilla-
tions. The mixing angles θ12 and θ23 control the solar and the atmospheric neutrino oscillations,
while θ13 is the angle which connects the atmospheric and solar neutrino realms.
A recent global fit [1] provides the following 3σ allowed ranges for the atmospheric mixing pa-
rameters |∆m223|= (2−3.2)×10−3 eV2 and 0.32 < sin2 θ23 < 0.64. The sign of ∆m223, sign(∆m223),
cannot be determined with the existing data. The two possibilities, ∆m223 > 0 or ∆m223 < 0, corre-
spond to two different types of neutrino mass ordering: normal hierarchy and inverted hierarchy. In
addition, information on the octant in which θ23 lies, if sin2 2θ23 6= 1, is beyond the reach of present
experiments. The solar neutrino oscillation parameters lie in the low-LMA (Large Mixing Angle)
region, with best fit values [1] ∆m212 = 7.9×10−5 eV2 and sin2 θ12 = 0.30. A combined 3-neutrino
oscillation analysis of the solar, atmospheric, reactor and long-baseline neutrino data [1] constrains
the third mixing angle to be sin2 θ13 < 0.04 at the 3σ C.L.
The future goals for the study of neutrino properties is to precisely determine the already
measured oscillation parameters and to obtain information on the unknown ones: namely θ13, the
CP–violating phase δ and the type of neutrino mass hierarchy (or equivalently sign(∆m223)).
2. The golden channels
The most promising way to determine the unknown parameters δ and θ13 is through the de-
tection of the subleading transitions νe(νe)↔ νµ(νµ). These channels have been named as golden
channels [2]. Defining ∆i j ≡ ∆m
2
i j
2E , a convenient and precise approximation is obtained by expanding
to second order in the following small parameters: θ13, ∆12/∆23, ∆12/A and ∆12 L [2, 3]
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where L is the baseline, ˜B∓≡ |A∓∆23| and the matter parameter A is defined in terms of the average
electron number density, ne(L), as A ≡
√
2GF ne(L), and ˜J is defined as
˜J ≡ cosθ13 sin2θ13 sin2θ23 sin2θ12 . (2.2)
The golden transitions Eqs. (2.1) are sensitive to all the unknown parameters quoted in the in-
troductory section. They are clearly sensitive to the mixing angle θ13. These channels are also
sensitive to the CP–violating phase (via the third term or the interference term, the only term which
differs for neutrinos and antineutrinos). The golden transitions allow us also to extract the sign
of the atmospheric mass difference exploiting matter effects. In the presence of matter effects, the
neutrino (antineutrino) oscillation probability gets enhanced [4] for the normal (inverted) hierarchy.
Making use of the different matter effects for neutrinos and antineutrinos seems, in principle, the
most promising way to distinguish among the two possibilities: normal versus inverted hierarchy.
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3. Degenerate solutions
We can ask ourselves whether it is possible to unambiguously determine δ and θ13 by measur-
ing the golden transition probabilities, νe → νµ and νe → νµ , Eqs. (2.1) (or equivalently, νµ → νe
and νµ → νe) at fixed neutrino energy E and at just one baseline L. The answer is no. By exploring
the full (allowed) range of the δ and θ13 parameters, that is, −180◦ < δ < 180◦ and 0◦ < θ13 < 10◦,
one finds, at fixed neutrino energy and at fixed baseline, the existence of degenerate solutions (θ ′13,
δ ′ ), that we label intrinsic degeneracies, which give the same oscillation probabilities than the set
(θ13, δ ) chosen by nature [5]. It has also been pointed out that other fake solutions might appear
from unresolved degeneracies in two other oscillation parameters:
1. The sign of the atmospheric mass difference ∆m223 may remain unknown. In this particular
case, P(θ ′13,δ
′
,−∆m223) = P(θ13,δ ,∆m223) [6, 7].
2. Disappearance experiments only give us information on sin2 2θ23: is θ23 in the first octant,
or is it in the second one, (pi/2− θ23)? . In terms of the probabilities, P(θ ′13,δ
′
, pi2 − θ23) =
P(θ13,δ ,θ23) [7, 8].
All these ambiguities complicate the experimental determination of δ and θ13. The situation has
been dubbed the eight-fold degeneracy. A lot of work has been devoted to resolve the degeneracies
by exploiting the different neutrino energy and baseline dependence of two (or more) LBL experi-
ments. A complete list of references is beyond the scope of this talk. I suggest to see Ref. [9] and
references therein.
4. The tree level approach: superbeams
The next generation of long baseline νe neutrino appearance experiments will be the so-called
superbeam experiments. The major goal of superbeam experiments is to set a non-zero value of the
small mixing angle θ13 (or, in the absence of a positive signal, to improve the current upper bound
on this mixing angle). A superbeam experiment consists, basically, of a higher intensity version
of a conventional neutrino (antineutrino) beam. Superbeams represent the logical next step in
accelerator-based neutrino physics. There are two possible strategies regarding the neutrino beam.
The off-axis technique produces a neutrino spectrum very narrow in energy (nearly monochromatic,
∆E/E ∼ 15− 25%), which peaks at lower energies with respect to the on-axis one. The off-
axis technique allows a discrimination between the peaked νe oscillation signal and the intrinsic
νe background which has a broad energy spectrum. In addition, the off-axis technique reduces
significantly the background resulting from neutral current interactions of higher energy neutrinos
with a pi0 in the final state. Unfortunately, off axis experiments are counting experiments in which
one has only two measurements (the number of neutrinos and the number of antineutrino events)
and resolving degeneracies becomes an impossible task. This is the technique exploited by the νe
appearance experiments T2K [10] and NOνA [11].
The wide band beam (WBB) technique exploits the spectral information of the signal, being
sensitive to many E/L’s at the same time. The neutrino beam is on-axis and therefore the fluxes and
the beam energies are higher than the ones exploited in the off-axis case. Higher beam energies
3
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Figure 1: Left panel: bi–probability plot for P(νµ → νe) versus P( ¯νµ → ¯νe) at a baseline of 810 km and
an energy of 2.0 GeV for the normal (blue) and the inverted (red) hierarchies. The smaller, lower (larger,
upper) ellipses are for sin2 2θ13 = 0.02 ( 0.10). Medium panel: bi–probability plot for P(νµ → νe) versus
P(νµ → νe) with baselines 295 km and 810 km. The mean neutrino energies are chosen such that the
〈E〉/L for the two experiments are approximately identical. The right panel is the bi–probability plot for
P(νµ → νe) versus P( ¯νe → ¯νµ) for the normal (blue) and the inverted (red) hierarchies. The baseline and
mean neutrino energy for both experiments are 810 km and ∼ 2 GeV.
imply longer distances, and therefore larger detectors. The WBB technique requires Mton class
detectors with extremely good energy resolution and optimal neutral-current background rejection.
See Refs. [12] for the physics opportunities with a WBB at a Deep Underground Science and
Engineering Laboratory (DUSEL).
The authors of [13] have studied carefully the two possible techniques, finding (for the same
exposure) the WBB option better for the mass hierarchy extraction, and the NOνA off-axis exper-
iment better for CP–violation searches.
5. The race for the hierarchy
Typically, the proposed near term LBL neutrino oscillation experiments (superbeams) have
a single far detector and plan to run with the beam in two different modes, muon neutrinos and
muon antineutrinos. Suppose we compute the oscillation probabilities P(νµ → νe) and P( ¯νµ → ¯νe)
for a given set of oscillation parameters and the CP–phase δ is varied between 0 and 2pi: we
obtain a closed CP trajectory (an ellipse) in the bi–probability space of neutrino and antineutrino
conversion [14]. Matter effects are responsible for the departure of the center of the ellipses from
the diagonal line in the bi–probability plane for normal and inverted hierarchy. In Fig. 1, we have
illustrated the case for E = 2.0 GeV and L = 810 km, which roughly correspond to those of the
NOνA experiment. The distance between the center of the ellipse for the normal hierarchy (lower
blue) and that for the inverted hierarchy (upper red) is governed by the size of the matter effects.
Notice that the ellipses overlap for a significant fraction of values of the CP–phase δ for every
allowed value of sin2 2θ13. This makes the determination of sign(∆m223) extremely difficult, i. e.,
the sign(∆m223)-extraction is not free of degeneracies and it is highly dependent on the value of δ .
Following the line of thought developed by Minakata, Nunokawa and Parke [15], we ex-
ploited [16] the neutrino data only from two experiments at different distances and at different
4
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off-axis locations, such that the 〈E〉/L is the same for the two experiments (see also Refs. [17,
18, 19, 20]). In the case of bi–probability plots for neutrino–neutrino modes at different distances
(which will be referred as near (N) and far (F)), the CP–trajectory is also elliptical. In Fig. 1
(medium panel) we present the bi–probability plot for the mean energies and baselines of the νe
appearance experiments T2K and NOνA. The overlap of the two ellipses, which implies the pres-
ence of a degeneracy of the type of hierarchy with other parameters, is determined by their width
and the difference in the slopes. The ratio of the slopes, at first order in the matter parameter, and
assuming that the 〈E〉/L of the near and far experiments is the same, reads
α+
α−
≃ 1+2(ANLN−AFLF)
(
1
∆13L/2
− 1
tan(∆13L/2)
)
, (5.1)
where α+ and α− are the slopes of the center of the ellipses as one varies θ13 for normal and
inverted hierarchies, AF and AN are the matter parameters, and LF and LN are the baselines for the
two experiments. The separation between the center of the ellipses for the two hierarchies increases
as the difference in the matter parameter times the path length, (AL), for the two experiments
increases. However the width of the ellipses is crucial: even when the separation between the
central axes of the two regions is substantial, if the ellipses for the normal and inverted hierarchy
overlap, the hierarchy cannot be resolved for values of the CP–phase, δ , for which there is overlap.
The width of the ellipses is determined by the difference in the 〈E〉/L of the two experiments.
In the case of bi–probability plots for the νµ → νe and its CPT conjugated channel ¯νe → ¯νµ at
the same energy divided by baseline,〈E〉/L, the CPT–trajectory collapses to a line (see Fig. 1, right
panel). As for the neutrino-neutrino case, assuming that the 〈E〉/L of the CPT conjugated channels
is the same (to minimize the ellipses width), at first order, the ratio of the slopes reads [15]
α+
α−
≃ 1+2(AL+ACPTLCPT)
(
1
∆13L/2
− 1
tan(∆13L/2)
)
, (5.2)
where α+ and α− are the slopes of the center of the ellipses as one varies θ13 for normal and
inverted hierarchies, A and ACPT are the matter parameters and L and LCPT are the baselines for the
two experiments which exploit the νµ → νe and its CPT conjugated channel ( ¯νe → ¯νµ ). Notice that,
compared to the neutrino–neutrino case given by Eq. (5.1), the separation between the center of the
ellipses for the two hierarchies increases as the sum of the matter parameter times the baseline,
AL, for both experiments does. Here the ratio of the slopes is enhanced by matter effects for both
νµ → νe and its CPT conjugated channel ¯νe → ¯νµ . Figure 1 (right panel) shows the bi–probability
curves for the combination of these two flavor transitions, assuming that the two experiments are
performed at the same mean energy and baseline. If the 〈E〉/L of both experiments is the same,
the ellipses will become lines with a negligible width. The separation of the lines for the normal
and inverted hierarchy grows as the matter effects for both experiments increase. Consequently, the
comparison of CPT conjugated channels is more sensitive to the neutrino mass hierarchy than the
neutrino–neutrino one, see Ref. [21].
6. Higher order corrections: β -beams and neutrino factories
Precision lepton flavor physics requires powerful machines and extremely pure neutrino beams.
Future LBL experiments which exploits pure νe ( ¯νe) neutrino beams are β -beams and neutrino fac-
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tories. A β -beam experiment [22] exploit ions which are accelerated to high Lorentz factors, stored
and then β -decay, producing a collimated electron neutrino beam. The typical neutrino energies are
in the 200 MeV-GeV range, requiring detectors with hundred-of-MeV thresholds and good energy
resolution. The only requirement is good muon identification in order to detect the appearance of
muon neutrinos (or muon antineutrinos) from the initial electron neutrino (or antineutrino) beam.
No magnetisation is required and therefore several detectors technologies (water Cherenkov, to-
tally active scintillator (TASD), liquid argon and non-magnetised iron calorimeter) could be used,
depending on the peak energy.
The initial β -beam setup [22] considers a low-γ machine which accelerates 6He ( ¯νe emitter)
and 18Ne (νe emitter) up to γ ∼ 100. In order to tune the E/L at the vacuum oscillation maximum,
a large water Cherenkov detector is located at a distance O(100) km. The first exciting option
to improve this initial β -beam scenario was presented in Ref. [23], where the possibility of using
higher γ factors was first suggested. The second exciting option, see Ref. [24], proposes to accel-
erate alternative ions, as 8Li ( ¯νe emitter) and 8B (νe emitter), with higher Q-values. A plethora of
setups have been proposed in the literature (see Ref. [9] for a complete list of references).
A neutrino factory (NF) [25, 26] consists, essentially, of a muon storage ring with long straight
sections along which the muons decay. These muons provide high intensity and extremely pure
neutrino beams. Hence, the NF provides νe and νe beams in addition to νµ and νµ beams, with
minimal systematic uncertainties on the neutrino flux and spectrum. One of the most important
advantages of the NF, compared to the β -beam, is its ability to measure with high precision the
atmospheric mixing parameters via the disappearance channels (νµ(νµ)→ νµ(νµ))
The NF exploits the golden signature of the wrong-sign muon events [2]. What is a “wrong
sign muon” event? Suppose, for example, that positive charged muons have been stored in the
ring. These muons will decay as µ+ → e+ + νe + νµ . The muon antineutrinos will interact in
the detector to produce positive muons. Then, any wrong-sign muons (negatively-charged muons)
detected are an unambiguous proof of electron neutrino oscillations in the νe → νµ channel. A
magnetized detector with good muon charge identification is mandatory.
In Ref. [9] a complete study of possible near and far future LBL facilities has been performed,
including superbeams, β -beams and NF. The optimal setup is found to be a 20 GeV NF deliv-
ering 5 · 1020 muon decays per year, baseline and polarity. The running time assumed is 5 years
per polarity. Two iron calorimeter detectors of 50 kton are placed at two different baselines, at
O(4000) km and at O(7000) km (the so-called magic baseline [27]). The oscillated data from
detector at the largest baseline helps enormously in resolving the mass hierarchy degeneracy. Once
that the sign(∆m223) degeneracy is resolved, leptonic CP–violation can be measured unambiguously
using the data from the detector located at O(4000) km.
6.1 The low energy neutrino factory
The optimal 20 GeV plus two detectors NF setup described in the previous section outperforms
any other planned scenario so far, as we will shortly show. However, such an aggressive setup could
be extremely challenging to construct (a O(7000) km baseline would require the construction of a
decay tunnel with an inclination of∼ 30◦ 1). More important, such an aggressive scenario might not
1I would like to thank C. Quigg for making this observation
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be needed if sin2 2θ13 > 10−4−10−3. The reason for that is simple: if the mixing angle θ13 is not
so small, there is no need to go to very long baselines to amplify it. Shorter baselines require lower
energies. Lower energy Neutrino Factories (LENF), which store muons with energies < 10 GeV,
require a detector technology that can detect lower energy muons. In previous studies [28, 29], we
have considered a LENF with an energy of about 4 GeV providing 5 ·1020 muon decays per year.
The detector exploited was a magnetized TASD [29] of 20 kton, with a muon energy detection
threshold of 500 MeV, located at a distance of 1480 km (Fermilab to Henderson mine). The results
are similar for a baseline of 1280 km (Fermilab to Homestake). The intrinsic background fraction
is 10−3. Here, we improve the LENF setup in two ways. First, the detector energy resolution
would be dE/E ∼ 10% 2. Second, and more interesting, since it seems possible to measure in
a magnetized TASD the electron charge [30], apart of exploiting the νe(νe)→ νµ(νµ) channels,
their T-conjugate channels νµ(ν µ)→ νe(νe) channels are also added to the analysis. These extra
T-conjugate channels will help enormously in resolving degeneracies. We assume here that the
electron charge identification is constant in energy and equal to 50% (a detailed analysis will be
presented elsewhere [30]).
Figure 2 shows the 3-σ θ13 discovery potential and the sensitivities to the mass hierarchy
to CP–violation expected from data at a future LENF with the characteristics quoted above (the
exposure is 1023 kton-decays). As a comparison, we show as well the expected sensitivities
exploiting data from the future LBL facilities presented in Ref. [9]. Notice that the high-γ β -
beam [23], labelled as BB350, provides a slightly better sensitivity than the LENF to both CP
violation and to θ13 due to its lower energy and its huge statistics. The 20 GeV NF with two base-
lines (4000 km+7000 km) is unbeatable, but we might only need such an aggressive scenario if
sin2 2θ13 < 10−4 − 10−3. To conclude, the low energy neutrino factory (LENF) [28, 29] provides
a compromise between super precision machines and feasible setups, and it could provide an ideal
and realistic scenario for precision lepton physics.
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Figure 2: The left, medium and right panels show the 3-σ θ13 discovery potential, the mass hierarchy
sensitivity and the CP-violation sensitivity, respectively, expected from future data at a LENF. We present as
well the expected sensitivities from future data at the different LBL experiments presented in Ref. [9]. Figure
produced using the GLOBES software [31].
2Based on NOνA results, we expect the TASD dE/E to be better than 6% at 2 GeV.
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